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Colombia resists

To the international graphic community.

Colombia is a nation characterized by inequality and social injustices as a result of decades of failed governments and an atrocious armed conflict which has persisted since the middle of the last century and that it has intensified by the failure of the Colombian Government to comply with the 2016 Peace Agreement with the Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia (FARC war movement). This has had a strong impact in deepening of social gaps, which led to a National Strike against the economic and social policies of the government of Iván Duque. These protests have been taking place since April 28th and have left a balance, until today, May 14, 2021, of 50 civilians killed, 21 cases of sexual violence by the public force, more than 250 missing persons, 1954 cases of police violence and the stigmatization of protesters as terrorists, among other abuses, which we strongly and utterly reject.

For this reason, we reach out to the community of graphic artists from around the world to contribute with graphic work denouncing the violence and the constant violation of Human Rights by the Colombian State.

The purpose, in addition to contributing to the international visualization of the current conflict in Colombia, is to generate a graphic file that Colombians can access, download, reproduce and share on the streets, walls and social networks. For this reason, it is important to conceive graphic messages with characteristics that facilitate this purpose. The technical suggestions are as follows:

Format: Letter, Legal and maximum Tabloid
Inks: 1, Black. If it is generated in color for networks, we suggest making its monochrome version for easy reprinted reproduction
Resolution: 300 dpi
File type: jpg

Send your poster: imagenesenvozalta@gmail.com

Diego Giovanni Bermúdez Aguirre, graphic designer